
LA SPAZIALE DREAM 
INTRODUCTION 



Overview 

   

Utilizzare una 
diapositiva per modello, 
se appropriato 

DREAM T: electronic one group coffee machine, 
with internal tank. 

DREAM: electronic one group coffee machine, 
connected to the water net supply. 



Features 

 Built-in volumetric pump (DREAM). 
 Built-in vibrating pump (DREAM T). 
 Built-in safety thermostat. 
 0,45 liters boiler for coffee delivery 
 2,5 liters boiler for hot water and steam (DREAM). 
 Direct connection to water mains (DREAM). 
 1,2 liters boiler for hot water and steam (DREAM T). 
 Internal 3 liters tank (DREAM T). 
 1 hot water outlet and 1 steam wand. 
 Power supply: 230/110 V- 50/60 Hz. 
 Power absorption: 1250 W boiler heating element/ 800 W group heating element. 
 Cup Holding surface. 
 Proportioned dose setting. 
 Electronic temperature regulation for coffee delivery group with P.I.D. system by  PT1000 

temperature probe. 
 Electronic temperature control of the boiler for hot water and steam delivery by PT1000 

temperature probe. 
 Electronic Boiler refill. 
 Automatic or semiautomatic hot water delivery for infusion. 
 Simple, intuitive interface through Backlit graphic display. 
 Innovative touch keypad. 
 Groups lighting for cup illumination (white cold). 
 



Features 

 Software update through Secure Digital memory card. 
 Control of cartridge filters replacement, with customer warning. 
 Chronologic record of all the alarms occurred per Date and Time. 
 Counter function of delivered coffees. 
 Timer for equipment automatic switch on-off. 
 Delivery groups and boiler washing cycle. 
 Grinding degree control with signal of coarse or fine grinding. 
 Signal for a too fine grinding. 
 EGS Function (Electronic Ground System). 
 ECONOMY function. 
 Extraction time. 
 Screensaver. 
 Automatic flow stop when tank is empty (DREAM T). 
 Daylight saving time (EUROPE and USA). 
 Multi user profiles. 
 Electronic preinfusion (DREAM). 
 Mechanical preinfusion ( on request DREAM T). 
 Boilers temperatures displayed in degrees Celsius or Fahrenheit 
 Automatic shutdown after 30 minutes of inactivity 
 Colours: Bright red  - Jet black 
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